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Summary of Editorial Corrections 
 
 

Publication Type 
(Scheme Or 
Definition) 

Error Description Subclasses Impacted 

Scheme Corrected typographical and/or spelling 
errors  

- See appendix 

VARIOUS 

Scheme Changed value of @scheme attribute for 
references to IPC symbols which do not exist 
(for later correction): 

- H04N5/31 (warning at subclass) 
- B01D19/0454 (warning at subclass) 
- B25D11/005 (warning at E21C) 

B01D, E21C, H04N 

Definition Deleted empty section 
- G02B15/00 (“Informative 

references”) 
- G02B26/00 (“Special rules”, just 

subheading) 

G02B 

Definition Removed subheading “Further details of 
subgroups” with no content following 

- G02B17/00 (Glossary of terms) 

G02B 

Definition Replaced “Relationships” section with 
“Application-oriented references” 

- H04L12/56 

H04L 

Definition Corrected punctuation in Limiting references 
table of “B01J47/00” and reordered 
references per RP0405 (January 2017) 
 

B01J 

Definition Fixed spacing near subscript/superscripts A01N, C04B, C08F, 
C08L, C09C, G06F 

Definition Deleted duplicate reference symbols A61B, A62D, A63B, 
B22D, B41J, B60K, 
B60T, B65B, B65C, 
B65D, B81B, B81C, 
C02F, C08G 
 

Definitions Fixed trailing punctuation after reference 
symbols in reference tables  

VARIOUS  

 
Notes: 

• The corrections listed above are directed to existing errors in the CPC Scheme, Definitions, and/or 
Concordance. 

• Corrections may impact the XML, the content itself, and/or the published formats.  
• Corrections do not change the scope of the subclasses/groups, but may clarify the scope in cases where 

errors occurred. 
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Appendix 
Symbol Editorial Correction 
C01B2203/047 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B2203/0475 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B2203/048 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B2203/0485 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B2203/049 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B2203/0495 replaced “impurety“ with “impurity” 
C01B33/325 replaced “stabilsation“ with “stabilisation” 
C01C1/0417 replaced “severaL“ with “several” 
C01P2006/88 replaced “occurence“ with “occurrence” 
C02F1/4606 replaced “desinfect“ with “disinfect” 
C02F1/46114 replaced “particules“ with “particles” 
C02F1/467 replaced “desinfection“ with “disinfection” 
C03B11/082 replaced “ssurfaces“ with “surfaces” 
C03B2205/32 replaced “mulitiple“ with “multiple” 
C03B2215/17 replaced “grop“ with “group” 
C03B27/0417 replaced “regualting“ with “regulating” 
C03B35/16 replaced “conveyeors“ with “conveyors” 

C03B37/01217 
replaced “polarisation-maintaning” with “polarisation-
maintaining” 

C03B37/0279 replaced “microstrructured“ with “microstructured” 
C03B9/3816 replaced “distributrion“ with “distribution” 
C03C2209/02 replaced “couloured“ with “couloured” 
C04B20/08 replaced “Defibrilating“ with “Defibrillating” 
C04B2235/526 replaced “charachterised“ with “characterised” 
C04B2235/5264 replaced “charachterised“ with “characterised” 
C04B2235/9653 replaced “transparant“ with “transparent” 
C04B35/115 replaced “transparant“ with “transparent” 
C04B35/71 (Note) replaced “classifed“ with “classified” 
C04B40/0295 replaced “ot“ with “to” 
C04B41/70 replaced “diffferent“ with “different” 
C04B41/89 replaced “diffferent“ with “different” 
C06B45/08 replaced “inorgani“ with “inorgani” 
C07C23/24 replaced “wiht“ with “with” 
C07C23/27 replaced “contaning“ with “containing” 
C07C2531/06 replaced “containig" with “containing” 
C07C309/43 replaced “ofa“ with “of a” 
C07C5/22 replaced “simultaeous“ with “simultaneous” 
C07C63/38 replaced “containig“ with “containing” 
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Symbol Editorial Correction 
C07D463/10 replaced “atthe“ with “at the” 
C07J41/0033 (Note) replaced “postion“ with “position” 
C07K14/4703 replaced “Supressors“ with “Suppressors” 
C07K2316/00 replaced “feautures“ with “features” 
C07K2317/00 replaced “feautures“ with “features” 
C07K2319/30 replaced “imunoglobulin“ with “immunoglobulin” 
C07K7/56 replaced “occuring“ with “occurring” 
C07K7/60 replaced “occuring“ with “occurring” 
C08F4/643 replaced “coverd“ with “covered” 
C09C1/0081 replaced “particules“ with “particles” 
C09D (Note) replaced “explicitely“ with “explicitly” 
C09H3/00 replaced “extrating“ with “extracting” 
C09H3/02 replaced “sulutions“ with “solutions” 
C09J (Note) replaced “explicitely“ with “explicitly” 
C09K11/06 replaced “containig“ with “containing” 
C09K11/55 replaced “earch“ with “earth” 
C09K11/7471 replaced “erth“ with “earth” 
C09K11/7791 replaced “witih“ with “with” 
C09K2208/12 replaced “desintegrating“ with “disintegrating” 
C09K2211/1007 replaced “systemsm“ with “systems” 
C09K3/14  replaced “polishiong“ with “polishing” 
C10B49/12 replaced “tangetially“ with “tangentially” 
C10K1/085 replaced “aquous“ with “aqueous” 
C10M2201/081 replaced “containg“ with “containing” 
C10M2207/125 replaced “twentynine“ with “twenty-nine” 
C10M2207/26 replaced “Overbaed“ with “Overbased” 
C10M2209/04 replaced “unsaturaed“ with “unsaturated” 
C10M2209/06 replaced “unsaturaed“ with “unsaturated” 
C10M2209/08 replaced “rdical“ with “radical” 
C10M2215/02 replaced “withe“ with “with” 
C10M2229/042 replaced “alromatic“ with “aromatic”  
C11D3/3937 replaced “Stablising“ with “Stabilising” 
C12N (Note) replaced “explicitely“ with “explicitly” 
C12N15/877 replaced “embroys“ with “embryos” 
C12N2710/16221 replaced “sequencess“ with “sequences” 
C12N5/0634 (Note) replaced “Commited“ with “Committed” 
C12N5/0647 replaced “Uncommited“ with “Uncommitted” 
C12Q2565/519 replaced “characteirsed“ with “characterised” 
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Symbol Editorial Correction 
C21D2241/03 replaced “spce“ with “space” 
C22C5/08 replaced “coppper“ with “copper” 
C23C14/223 replaced “specialy“ with “specially” 
C25B1/245 replaced “therof“ with “thereof” 
C25D3/60 replaced “of of” with “of of” 
C30B23/00 (Note) replaced “precence“ with “precedence” 
C30B35/007 replaced “tio“ with “to” 
C40B40/02 replaced “containedin“ with “contained in” 

 
 


